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Abstract: A multispectral infrared zoom optical system design and a single-frame hierarchical guided
filtering image enhancement algorithm are proposed to address the technical problems of low contrast,
blurred edges, and weak signal strength of single-spectrum infrared imaging of faint targets, which
are easily drowned out by noise. The multispectral infrared zoom optical system, based on the theory
of complex achromatic and mechanical positive group compensation, can simultaneously acquire
multispectral image information for faint targets. The single-frame hierarchical guided filtering image
enhancement algorithm, which extracts the background features and detailed features of faint targets
in a hierarchical manner and then weights fusion, effectively enhances the target and suppresses
the interference of complex background and noise. Solving multi-frame processing increases data
storage and real-time challenges. The experimental verification of the optical system design and
image enhancement algorithm proposed in this paper separately verified that the experimental
enhancement was significant, with the combined use improving Mean Square Error (MSE) by 14.32,
Signal-Noise Ratio (SNR) by 11.64, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) by 12.78, and Structural
Similarity (SSIM) by 14.0% compared to guided filtering. This research lays the theoretical foundation
for the research of infrared detection and tracking technology for clusters of faint targets.

Keywords: dark and weak targets; multispectral; layered processing; image enhancement

1. Introduction

Passive infrared thermal imaging technology does not require a radiation source and
is mainly based on the temperature difference response, where the background infrared
radiation is absorbed by the gas and produces an energy difference with the surrounding
background, which can be imaged directly through the detector [1]. Single-spectrum
infrared detection can obtain relatively little information about the target; the infrared
image contrast is low, the target details are not obvious, the target is easily drowned out by
noise and background information, etc. Therefore, multispectral high-sensitivity infrared
target detection methods and infrared image enhancement algorithms have gradually
become a research focus around the world.

Multispectral infrared optical systems combine two wavelengths, the mid-wave in-
frared and the long-wave infrared, in the same channel, giving the detector more detection
channels, more comprehensive and accurate information on faint targets, higher sensitivity,
and a more compact system structure. Infrared optical systems are mostly fixed-focus
systems due to the special characteristics of the material and the detector itself, or the focal
length of the system can only be switched between a few fixed focal lengths, resulting in
discontinuous changes in the field of view [2]. This is why the study of continuous-zoom
optical systems in the infrared is of particular importance. The combination of optical sys-
tem design and the application of infrared image enhancement algorithms can effectively
improve the detection and identification of faint targets and solve the problems of easy
concealment and difficult identification of faint targets in the detection process [3].
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Dmitry Reshidko et al. designed a dual-field co-optical zoom optical system using a
cooled wide-band (1–5 m) focal plane detector in order to achieve simultaneous imaging
of multiple spectral bands [4]. Yang et al. designed an uncooled infrared dual-band
continuous zoom optical system, introducing diffractive surfaces and an even aspheric
surface for aberration correction, using a common aperture to fuse infrared mid-wave
and infrared long-wave into the same optical path, and then imaging the mid-wave and
long-wave separately through a beam splitter [5]. Yang-Yang Su et al. designed a cooled IR
dual-band zoom optical system using a secondary imaging approach to achieve 100% cold
diaphragm efficiency and aberration correction for the mid- and long-wave bands using a
common optical path imaging approach [6]. Deng Chunhua et al. [7] proposed an infrared
image enhancement algorithm with low frequency redistribution and edge enhancement to
effectively improve the contrast and detail smoothing of infrared images. Ge Peng et al. [8]
proposed an infrared image detail enhancement algorithm based on guided filter image
layering, which has better edge retention and effectively avoids the defect of “pseudo-
edge” after enhancement. However, no research has been conducted on the design of
uncooled multispectral infrared optical systems with the combined application of image
enhancement algorithms.

This paper addresses the technical challenges of low contrast, blurred edges, and
weak signal strength in IR images acquired from faint targets in complex backgrounds, the
high false alarm rate of single-frame detection algorithms, and the increased data storage
and computational effort of multi-frame processing [9,10]. In this paper, we propose a
multispectral infrared zoom optical system and a single-frame hierarchical guided filter
image enhancement algorithm. Through the design of the optical system to obtain more
effective information about the target, the algorithm improves the overall detection and
recognition effect. The technical problems of difficult identification of faint targets, blurred
edges, weak signal strength, and low contrast between target and background are solved,
and the multi-frame processing increases the storage capacity of data and solves real-time
problems.

This paper will discuss the research in detail in five parts. Firstly, in the introduction,
the research problem, motivation, and value of the research are described in detail, and
the common infrared optical structure of the target, the target enhancement algorithm,
and problem solving are briefly introduced. Secondly, the theoretical recommendations
and workflow of the algorithm are discussed in methods. Again, the effect of combining
optical structure design and algorithm application is discussed in detail in simulations and
experiments. The proposed method is then experimentally validated in the experimental
section and analyzed in comparison with current algorithms with ideal processing results.
Finally, a conclusion is obtained.

2. Methods
2.1. Model Overview

The algorithm model studied in this paper is for a multispectral single-frame infrared
image processing algorithm, and its model principal structure is shown in Figure 1. Firstly,
the acquired infrared image information is layered by bit plane to obtain the image infor-
mation of the background and target on different layers. Secondly, an improved layered,
guided filtering algorithm is used to extract features from the background and target
details, and the effective target information components are obtained through the target
feature operator. Again, the target detail feature information after layering is fused with
the higher-level image information, and the fused image is image enhanced. Finally, the
background feature information is weighted and fused with the enhanced image detail
information to achieve the enhancement effect on the dark and weak targets.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the structure of the improved bootstrap filtering algorithm.( Colours
are used to distinguish different modules, with the same colour indicating the same function.).

2.2. Improved Bootstrap Filtering Algorithm

When the target is far away from the detector, the target presents dark and weak
characteristics, and at the same time, in the complex background, the noise has a greater
impact on the image detail information. The amount of target information obtained
through the ordinary infrared lens is relatively small. When using a single frame image for
processing, the useful information of the target is drowned out in the complex background
information or noise information. To a certain extent, it is more difficult to obtain more
feature information about the target. The improved hierarchical guided filtering algorithm
proposed in this paper is based on the theory of infrared image hierarchy to obtain the
target background feature information and target detail feature information and use the
guided filtering algorithm to extract and fuse the hierarchical feature information. The
detailed algorithm flow is shown in Figure 2.
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The principal derivation of the improved hierarchical bootstrap filtering algorithm
proceeds as follows:

pi = qi + ei +
7

∑
i=4

mi (1)
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where: pi original image, qi image profile information, ei image detail and noise information,
7
∑

i=4
mi current frame high level target detail information.

The infrared raw image data bit depth is processed in layers, the lower four layers
contain more background feature information, the higher four layers contain more target
detail feature information, respectively, for each layer according to different target feature
operators for target feature extraction.

7

∑
i=0

qi = a
7

∑
i=0

Ii + b (2)

where pi is the input image, Ii is the bootstrap image and qi is the filtered output image.
The bootstrap filter defines a linear filtering process as follows, where the resulting filtered
output is a weighted average for pixels at position i:

qi = ∑
j

Wij(I)pj (3)

where i and j denote the pixel subscripts, respectively. Wij is the filter kernel associated with
the bootstrap image I only. The filter is linear with respect to pj. An important assumption
of the guided filter is that there is a local linear relationship between the output image qi
and the guided image Ii over the filter window Wk:

qi = ak Ii + bk, ∀i ∈ wk (4)

ak and bk are the coefficients, and wk is the window. For a deterministic window Wk
with radius r, (ak, bk) will also be the only deterministic constant coefficients. To ensure
the effectiveness of the layered bootstrap filtering on the image, the minimum value of
r is taken to be 85 µm for a medium-length wave detector with image element size of
17 µm × 17 µm. When r = 85 µm, the minimum value of pixels involved in the calculation
is 96. We now have to find a solution that minimizes the difference between the output
graph q and the difference between the input graph p. The cost function is defined as
follows:

E(ak, bk) = ∑
i∈wk

((ak Ii + bk − pi)
2 + εa2

k) (5)

Here, ε is the regularization parameter that we minimize for the cost function.

∂E
∂ak

= 2
N

∑
i
((−pi + ak Ii + bk)Ii + εak) (6)

bk = pk − akuk (7)

where pk and uk are the mean values within the P and I windows, respectively. Obtaining
bk, we then solve for ak.

2
N

∑
i
((−pi + ak Ii + bk)Ii + εak) = 0 (8)

The final calculation gives:

ak =
Cov(p, I)

Var(I) + Nε
=

Cov(p, I)
σ2

k + ε
(9)

The improved hierarchical bootstrap filter algorithm in this paper, where the regular-
ization parameter ε is used as an adaptive operator, analyzes the two limit variations. When
ε = 0, a = 1, and b = 0 are the minimum solutions of E(ak, bk), the bootstrap filter has no
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effect, and the input is the output. When ε > 0, a ≈ 0, and b = pk correspond to a weighted
mean filter. When ε varies considerably, a→ 1 and b→ 0 have the desired effect on image
edge preservation and are equivalent to a weighted mean filter. The window ωk size
remains unchanged when ε changes itself within the defined area, with the desired effect
on image edge and detail processing. The algorithm was tested in a PC with an Intel core
i7 1.6 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM for runtime, by acquiring 1000 sets of infrared greyscale
images for filtering, with the mean bootstrap filter being approximately 60 ms/Mp when
I 6= q and 32 ms/Mp when I ≡ q.

2.3. Spatial–Temporal Feature Fusion and Siamese Network Learning

(1) Morphological image enhancement algorithms.
Morphological image enhancement algorithms are mainly based on the use of a

combination of two methods, expansion and erosion, to achieve effective extraction of
target feature information and noise removal. Expansion is the process of merging all
background points in contact with an object into that object, causing the boundary to
expand to the outside. With inflation, small holes in the image and small depressions at the
edges of the image can be filled. Erosion and expansion are dyadic operations. Erosion is
the process of eliminating boundary points, causing the boundary to shrink inward. Using
the erosion operation, small and meaningless objects can be eliminated [11].

Suppose that there are two objects participating in the operation: the image A (the
target of interest) and the set of structures B, which is called the structure element. The
structure element is usually a disk, but it can actually be any shape.

Let A and B be subsets of Z2. Then the image A is translated by a distance along the
vector x and is denoted A + x or Ax, which is defined by:

Ax = {c : c = a + x, ∀a ∈ A} (10)

The mapping of the structure element B to −B or B̂ is defined as:

B̂ = {x : x = −b, ∀b ∈ B} (11)

The complement of A is denoted as A or Ac and is defined as:

Ac = {x : x /∈ A} (12)

The expansion of the structural element B on the image A, denoted A⊕ B:

A⊕ B =
{

x : B̂x ∩ A 6= ∅
}

(13)

The set A is corrupted by the structural element B, denoted as AΘB:

AΘB = {x : B x ⊆ A} (14)

(2) Image denoising and enhancement algorithms.
Infrared images contain a large amount of noise information. This paper uses a bilateral

filtering algorithm to better maintain the edge information of the image target, estimate
the target pixel gray value by using the spatial proximity function as the spatial domain
weight factor, ensure the target image flat area gray value information, and strengthen the
target edge information to achieve image smoothing and noise removal performance. The
histogram equalization enhancement algorithm is used to enhance the contrast between
target and background pixels in the image and improve the dynamic difference of the gray
value between pixels in the image [12,13]. Finally, the enhanced image is sharpened by
gamma transformation and Laplace to make the linear response of the image exposure
intensity closer to the response perceived by the human eye and to improve the image
contrast.
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2.4. Multi-Layer Image Fusion Algorithm

By layering a single frame of an infrared image, two image components are obtained:
the target feature information component E′(x, y) based on background feature enhance-
ment, the background component B′(x, y) based on target feature, and the detail component
D′(x, y). The two image information components acquired in the foreground are combined
with appropriate fusion coefficients:

R′(x, y) = β1B′(x, y) + β2D′(x, y) (15)

β1 and β2 are the fusion coefficients of B′(x, y) and D′(x, y), respectively, which are
used to adjust the merging ratio of the two layers. B′(x, y) represents the pixel value of the
background layer feature component; each pixel contains a large amount of background
feature information. The β1 value is taken in the range of 0–1. Theoretically, if this value is
too small, the background feature information will be lost, so in order to ensure that the
most background feature information is obtained after extraction, the β1 value in this paper
is taken as 1. D′(x, y) represents the pixel value of the target detail feature component. β2
theoretically, the larger the value range, the better, but since the infrared detector is 8-bit
deep image information, if the β2 value is too large, the feature pixel grayscale information
will also overflow, losing the target feature information. The experimental target to obtain
the maximum grayscale information is 50, so the value range is 3~5, to ensure that the data
weighted fusion will not overflow and to ensure the maximum extent of the target feature
information validity. adjusted according to the actual infrared image being processed;
R′(x, y) is the enhanced image. Finally, the target information component E′(x, y) and the
image R′(x, y) are fused to obtain a high-contrast infrared image I′(x, y) with outstanding
detail of the target edges:

I′(x, y) = exp
{

ln[R′(x, y)] + ln[β3E′(x, y)]
}

(16)

where β3 is the adjustment factor for L′(x, y), which is used to adjust the intensity of the
component images in the final output image I′(x, y).β3 is the coefficient of the target feature
information component image E′(x, y); the theoretical value range is between 0 and 1,
the larger the theoretical value the better; the enhanced processing of the target feature
information component E′(x, y) pixel maximum value is close to 255; if 1 is taken, the pixel
adjacent to the gray value of the sudden change will be treated as noise; so 0.2~0.5 is taken
to effectively retain the target feature pixel information.

3. Simulation and Analysis
3.1. Technical Specifications and Design

The detector model used in this system is the Xcore LA6110 uncooled infrared focal
plane detector, whose wavelength and relative spectral response curve are shown in
Figure 3. The selected wavelength range for this system is 3 to 12 m. The detector image
element number is 640 × 512, the image element size is 17 × 17 m, and the diagonal length
of the detector target surface is 13.94 mm. The image enhancement algorithm with strong
generalization and an ideal enhancement effect, in the acquisition of the target image
requires the target in the overall imaging minimum pixel point to not be less than 96, and
the conventional infrared medium and long wave lens on the market does not meet this
demand. In order to improve the ability of multispectral infrared detection, we designed
and simulated an infrared optical system because the multispectral and single-spectral
infrared optical system structure is different due to the infrared. There are fewer optical
materials that can meet the demands of a multispectral design that also includes mid-wave
IR and long-wave IR, due to characteristics such as low transmittance and strong absorption.
This is achieved by using materials with a lower coefficient of color difference between
bands or by controlling the incidence of light on the surface of the element, among other
methods, in order to eliminate color differences in the multispectral range. The availability
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of materials was then considered, and the system was determined to use three materials:
sulfur-based glass (AMTIR-1), germanium, and zinc sulfide.
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Based on the above design principles and methods, a multispectral uncooled infrared
zoom optical system is designed. According to the actual experimental situation, the faint
target size is W × H = 0.2 × 0.2, the geometric mean size is

√
W × H = 0.2, and the

imaging system is required to be observed between 3 m and 9 m from the target. The
system focal length can be calculated according to Equation (17).

f =
n× Npixel × L
√

W × H
(17)

where f is the focal length of the system; n is the number of elements required (n = 98);
Npixel is the size of the elements; and L is the distance of the imaging system from the faint
target. The focal length of the system is calculated to be in the range of 25–75 mm.

The diagonal length of the detector target surface, l = 13.94 mm, gives, at short focal
lengths, the field of view:

ws = 2arctan
l/2
25

= 31.2◦ (18)

Field of view at telephoto:

wL = 2arctan
l/2
75

= 10.6◦ (19)

The detector image element size is 17 µm, and the cut-off frequency of the detector
according to Nyquist’s sampling theorem is

fv =
1000
2d

=
1000

2× 17
= 30lp/mm (20)

The specific design indicators for the system are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. System design indicators.

Parameters Design Indicators

Wavelength/µm 3~12
Focal length/mm 25~75

F/# 1.8
Field of view (◦) 10.6~31.2
Aberrations/% ≤0.5

Total system length/mm ≤160
Cut-off frequency requirements 30 lp ≥ 0.3

3.2. Design Results

Based on the theoretical analysis and calculations for the design of the zoom system,
the final values of the spacing of each group element at different focal lengths were obtained
and are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Interval values for each group element at different focal lengths.

Air Spacing Short Focus/mm Central Focus/mm Long Focus/mm

d12 2.16 36.98 51.41
d23 71.65 28.48 5.93
d34 5.35 15.23 24.73

The calculated initial structure is optimized by setting variables and reasonable opti-
mization parameters using the ZEMAX optical simulation software. As the refractive index
of the sulfur glass (AMTIR-1) is the lowest among the three materials selected, AMTIR-1
should be placed in the middle as a negative lens in order to better correct for chromatic
aberrations and field curvature. Due to the large relative aperture of the system and taking
into account the requirements of achromatic and thermal aberrations, germanium and zinc
sulfide, which have a higher refractive index, should be used as the front group of lenses.

The final wide-band uncooled infrared zoom optical system is shown in Figure 4, using
a common optical path for imaging. The materials used are germanium, zinc germanium
sulfide, and sulfur glass to meet the design requirements for a wide range of wavelengths
and to eliminate chromatic aberrations at a wide range of wavelengths. In the optimization
process, two aspherical surfaces were introduced to better correct the system’s advanced
aberrations and to simplify the system structure, with the aspherical coefficients shown in
Table 3 and a total system length of 160 mm.

Table 3. Aspheric coefficient.

Aspheric Cone Factor 4th Order Term
Coefficient

6th Order Term
Coefficient

8th Order Term
Coefficient

5 4.499 2.282−6 3.075−8 −7.677−10

13 0.362 −5.486−6 5.038−8 −1.594−10

3.3. Image Quality Analysis

The results of the overall optical system design were evaluated using MTF curves,
diffuse spot radius, and grid aberrations and are shown in Figure 5. The MTF curves for
each focal length in Figure 5 show the MTF at the system cut-off frequency of 30 lp/mm for
each focal length approaching the diffraction limit; Column 2 in Figure 5 shows a plot of
the spot column for each focal length of the optical system. The root mean square radius of
the spot at each focal length of the optical system is less than the detector image element
size of 17 µm, and the image quality is good. Figure 5, column 3, shows the grid aberration
of each focal length of the optical system, and the aberration value of each focal length is
less than 0.5%.
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3.4. Cam Curve Drawing

The cam curve is drawn to describe the position and movement between the zoom and
compensation groups in a zoom system. If the cam curve is not smooth enough and there
are inflection points or breakpoints, the system may become stuck during the zooming
process [14]. Therefore, the cam curve can be plotted to verify the reasonableness of the
motion between the two elements of the zoom group and the compensation group in the
zoom system. Based on the mechanical positive group zoom theory and the equation of
motion, the displacement of the two elements at different focal lengths was calculated
by taking the short focal length as the starting position. Based on the dynamic optics
theory, the relevant data is input into Matlab and modeled to obtain the corresponding
motion relationship between the zoom group and the compensation group. As shown in
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Figure 6, the system has a linear motion of the zoom group and a non-linear motion of the
compensation group, and the motion curve is smooth enough without any break point.
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3.5. Tolerance Analysis

The optical system obtained by the optical simulation software is only an imaging
system in an ideal situation. The various optical components are prone to errors during
machining and assembly, and these errors can lead to a reduction in the imaging quality
of the processed system. Tolerance analysis is therefore designed to predict the extent to
which various types of errors will affect the imaging quality of the optical system during
machining and assembly before it is put into production. Often, these issues are regulated
within a reasonable range of values, and the optical system is then designed so that it meets
the design requirements.

Before setting tolerances, it is important to understand the main sources and influenc-
ing factors of systematic errors. According to the different causes of system errors, they
can be divided into four main categories: process errors, material errors, mechanical errors,
and environmental errors. Tolerance analysis is generally divided into three methods:
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sensitivity analysis (for the effect of individual tolerances on the optical system); inverse
sensitivity analysis (based on a given performance target, the tolerance range to meet
that target is automatically calculated); and Monte Carlo analysis (which simulates actual
production to assess the overall effect of tolerances).
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A detailed understanding of the accuracy requirements of the various optical processes
is then required to give the current system a standard that is easy to achieve, easy to process,
and easy to produce, and to set the back working distance of the system as a compensation
parameter. The specific tolerance levels are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Tolerance Scale.

Grade Refractive
Index

Number
of Aper-

tures
Thickness/mm Irregularity Lens

Prism/(′)
Abbey

Error/%
Lens

Tilt/(′)

Lens Ec-
centric-
ity/mm

Mirror
Set Posi-
tion/mm

Tilt of
the

Mirror
set/(′)

Mirror
Set

Eccen-
tric/mm

Q1 0.0001 0.5 0.01 0.1 0.17 0.01 0.17 0.001 0.01 0.17 0.001
Q2 0.0003 1 0.01 0.1 0.3 0.03 0.3 0.003 0.01 0.3 0.003
Q3 0.0005 1 0.0125 0.25 0.5 0.05 0.5 0.005 0.0125 0.5 0.005
Q4 0.0008 2 0.025 0.25 0.8 0.08 0.8 0.008 0.025 0.8 0.008
Q5 0.001 2 0.0375 0.5 1 0.1 1 0.01 0.0375 1 0.01
Q6 0.003 3 0.05 0.5 1.5 0.3 1.5 0.03 0.05 1.5 0.03
Q7 0.008 3 0.075 1 2 0.5 2 0.05 0.075 2 0.05
Q8 0.008 3 0.1 2 3 0.8 3 0.08 0.1 3 0.08

When carrying out a tolerance analysis of a zoom system, a tolerance of the Q4 class
is usually chosen, as this reduces machining costs and set-up times while also ensuring
the basic performance of the system. If a higher grade of tolerance is chosen, although the
quality of the system can be improved, it also increases the machining difficulty and set-up
complexity, thus increasing the cost and risk.
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First, you need to open the tolerance operand editor in the tolerance analysis dialog
and then enter the tolerance range for the parameters radius, thickness, eccentricity, and tilt
of the lens in the system. Next, select the DIFF.MTF mean as the evaluation criterion and
set the number of Monte Carlo analyses to 100. Finally, the tolerance analysis was run to
obtain the performance distribution and sensitivity analysis of the system, and the results
are shown in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5. Tolerance analysis results.

Name Short Focus Central Focus Long Focus

Nominal (mm) 0.286 0.307 0.382
Best (mm) 0.496 0.502 0.531

Worst (mm) 0.239 0.286 0.335
Average (mm) 0.324 0.358 0.401

Compensator statistics
Post-focus change
Minimum (mm) −0.821 −0.685 −0.316
Maximum (mm) 1.719 1.536 0.447
Average (mm) −0.025 −0.061 0.056

Standard deviation (mm) 0.412 0.325 0.294

Table 6. Monte Carlo analysis results.

Monte Carlo
Analysis

Short Focus
DIFF.MTF Mean

Centrally Focused
DIFF.MTF Mean

Long Focus
DIFF.MTF Mean

90%> 0.25019852 0.30114021 0.36342636
80%> 0.25635879 0.30890703 0.38552938
50%> 0.26025144 0.31151765 0.38924014
20%> 0.28580429 0.32224147 0.41818301
10%> 0.30251004 0.34857056 0.44751512

From Tables 5 and 6, the imaging quality of the system achieves the expected level
within the given Q4 tolerance range and according to the evaluation criteria, such as the
DIFF.MTF mean value. The IL300 lathe with spindle runout within 20 nm and full stroke
accuracy of 0.1 um was selected for machining. The machining equipment can achieve
the accuracy required by the design, and the level of set-up can basically meet the design
requirements of the system without too much optimization and adjustment.

3.6. Simulation Results

In order to verify the effect of the proposed optical system design and image enhance-
ment algorithm on the same target after processing, as shown in Figure 7, Figure 7a is the
target image acquired by using an ordinary infrared lens, in which only the faint outline
of the target can be seen. Figure 7c is the target image acquired with the multispectral
zoom optical system designed in this paper, in which the target outline can be clearly seen.
Figure 7b shows the effect of using the image enhancement algorithm proposed in this
paper for the original target image of Figure 7a. Figure 7d shows the effect after applying
the proposed image enhancement algorithm to the original target image in Figure 7c; the
target outline is clear, and the contrast is high after the enhancement process. Figure 7a1–d1
show the statistical information of the histogram of the original and enhanced images.
Figure 7a2–d2 are three-dimensional statistical plots of the gray-scale information of the
original and enhanced images. Figure 7a3–d3 are the statistical information plots of the
intensity information of the original and enhanced images. The comparative analysis of
the experimental results shows that the optical structure design proposed in this paper
has a compact structure, a wide wavelength range, good imaging quality, and can acquire
multispectral target information data simultaneously. The proposed image enhancement
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algorithm has strong generalization and robustness and has good image enhancement
effects for both common optical systems and multispectral optical detection systems.
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4. Experimental and Results
4.1. Experimental Equipment and Conditions

We performed outfield experiments and applications. The following description of the
experimental environment and experimental equipment is beneficial to other researchers
for verification and analysis. The experimental process uses a medium- and long-wave
infrared camera to acquire target images through a designed optical zoom lens and a
three-fold magnification of the target detection point, which facilitates the observation
and analysis of the data. The target is made of a rectangular metal plate with a surface
coating of 0.5 mm thickness and a circular plaster of approximately 10 cm diameter. The
distance between the mid- and long-wave infrared detectors and the target was 9 m, and
the experimental image was acquired at 21:00 p.m. with grass, buildings, and the sky
in the background of the target. The hardware equipment and parameters used for the
experiments are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Experimental environment and specific equipment parameters configuration table.

Configuration Types Specific Configuration Configuration Data

The hardware

CPU Intel(R) Core i7

Frequency 1.8 GHz

RAM 32 G

Software
The operating system Win 10

The development tools IRController_V3.02

Cameras

Operating bands 3~12 µm

Pixel resolution 640 × 512

Pixel spacing 17 µm

NETD ≤60 mK@25 ◦C

Frame rate 50 Hz

Experimental environment
Ambient temperature 21.7 ◦C

Ambient humidity 67%

4.2. Analysis of Experimental Data

In the above experimental process, 1000 raw mid- and long-wave infrared images
with grass, buildings, and sky in the background were acquired, for a total of 3000 target
images. Any single infrared raw image was randomly selected; this time the background of
the extracted image was grass, as shown in Figure 8a; the target area was magnified three
times and placed in the upper left corner area of the raw image; the histogram of the raw
infrared image was performed as shown in Figure 8a1; the three-dimensional gray scale
information statistics were shown in Figure 8a2; and the 2D intensity information statistics
were shown in Figure 8a3, respectively.
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Through the two groups of experimental effect comparison analysis in Figure 8, using
the infrared optical system designed in this paper the target can be obtained; the image
edge is clear, but the contrast is low. After processing through the enhancement algorithm
proposed in this paper, the target is clear and the image contrast is high, and the target
intensity information is enhanced. From Figure 8b1,a1 histogram statistics obviously
demonstrate the accumulated number of statistical greyscale values that increased to
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3000. In three-dimensional grayscale data statistics Figure 8b2 versus Figure 8a2, the
target contrast values are enhanced by nearly 250 and the interference clutter acquired in
the background is removed. The analysis of the above indicators shows that the image
enhancement algorithm proposed in this paper had the desired effect.

4.3. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Methods

In order to further verify the accuracy and robustness of the experimental data, the
target images obtained from the previous experiments were randomly extracted, and
the target background of the extracted images was the sky. The current popular image
enhancement processing algorithms CLAHE, VWGIF, and GWGIF and the algorithm
proposed in this paper were compared and analyzed, and the experimental data analysis
was repeated ten times and the experimental analysis data was counted, respectively. The
results of the ten random experimental evaluations are shown in Table 7. A randomly
selected group of experimental comparative analysis data in the paper is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9a is the target image acquired by the front-end using a single-spectrum infrared
lens, and the target outline is difficult to identify in the visual effects, but the target
outline can be distinguished by histogram data statistics in Figure 9a1, three-dimensional
contrast and gray-scale information statistics in Figure 9a2, and two-dimensional intensity
information statistics in Figure 9a3 analysis, but the interference is serious and the edge
of the outline is unclear. Figure 9b is an image acquired using the multispectral optical
zoom lens designed in this paper, and the target and background distinctions can be
distinguished in the visual effects. Figure 9c–f shows the enhanced effect of Figure 9b by
the current popular algorithm and the algorithm proposed in this paper, respectively. The
enhanced effects of the four image enhancement algorithms are significantly different from
the original image, both in terms of visual judgment and data comparison. The algorithm
proposed in this paper has uniform luminance information, as seen in the histogram in
Figure 9f1. A comparative analysis of the three-dimensional gray-scale statistical plot in
Figure 9f2 and the two-dimensional intensity statistical plot in Figure 9f3 shows that the
proposed algorithm in the paper gives the best results with the other three algorithms, with
an increase in contrast of about 33% and an increase in intensity information of about 30%.
The target is enhanced by the proposed algorithm in this paper with clear target edges,
high contrast between target and background, and enhanced target detail characteristics.

4.4. Evaluation Metrics

The objective evaluation index of image target characteristics can accurately measure
the quality of the image after processing by infrared image enhancement algorithms. In
this paper, the mean square error (MSE), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR), and structure similarity(SSIM) were used to analyze and evaluate the effect
of image enhancement. The evaluation of the image enhancement effect was carried out
using four evaluation metrics [15–19].

In order to ensure the objectivity and accuracy of the evaluation process, ten sets of
data were randomly selected from the 3000 infrared raw images of the previous experiment
and enhanced with the CLAHE algorithm, GIF algorithm, VWGIF algorithm, GWGIF
algorithm, and the algorithm proposed in this paper to obtain MSE, SNR, PSNR, and SSIM
indexes, and the average value of the ten sets of evaluation indexes was taken as the final
evaluation criteria. The experimental data are shown in Table 8.

For the MSE evaluation index, the smaller the better; for the SNR, PSNR, and SSIM
evaluation indexes, the larger the better. Through statistical analysis of the evaluation
indexes of the images, the algorithm proposed in this paper improves MSE by 14.32, SNR
by 11.64, PSNR by 12.78, and SSIM by 14.0% compared to guided filtering. The average
fluctuation of the MSE metrics in the ten groups was 17.10% better than the current optimal
algorithm, and the average fluctuation of the SNR metrics in the ten groups was 12.90%
better than the current optimal algorithm. It can be seen that the algorithm has strong
robustness and generalizability.
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Table 8. Four evaluation indicators for the processing results of various enhancement algorithms.

Evaluation
Indicators 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average

MSE

Ours 37.64 36.28 37.07 37.6 34.24 36.54 36.72 34.61 37.26 33.26 36.12

VWGIF 89.25 87.51 89.64 87.36 90.28 89.37 89.39 90.08 90.57 91.32 89.48

GIF 108.64 110.28 109.36 114.32 110.08 108.35 107.64 107.29 119.37 108.29 110.36

GWGIF 47.57 50.06 49.37 51.08 48.25 51.27 51.36 49.58 52.17 53.66 50.44

CLAHE 133.48 134.54 135.67 132.18 134.72 132.19 130.58 130.61 134.28 132.19 133.04

SNR

Ours 31.26 30.18 29.89 31.24 30.67 31.05 32.01 31.89 31.78 31.47 31.14

VWGIF 22.67 20.18 18.79 18.96 19.27 18.74 19.06 19.18 18.11 19.85 19.48

GIF 18.64 18.05 17.98 16.87 17.02 15.46 16.02 16.07 16.74 16.26 16.91

GWGIF 21.03 20.18 19.72 18.73 19.06 19.24 19.07 17.62 20.18 20.18 19.50

CLAHE 18.43 17.62 18.17 18.34 16.28 17.26 16.98 16.05 19.07 17.25 17.55

PSNR

Ours 38.26 37.89 37.06 39.27 41.03 40.65 39.76 38.79 41.28 40.85 39.48

VWGIF 28.15 26.38 26.04 26.64 27.01 25.37 26.31 27.11 25.63 24.31 26.30

GIF 26.15 25.49 24.06 25.03 24.87 25.06 24.67 25.08 23.87 25.09 24.94

GWGIF 28.66 27.62 26.35 27.52 25.64 27.16 26.48 25.01 25.89 26.75 26.70

CLAHE 21.87 18.87 20.86 20.18 21.65 22.85 22.06 20.83 21.65 22.06 21.29

SSIM

Ours 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.95

VWGIF 0.76 0.72 0.75 0.79 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.77

GIF 0.71 0.73 0.69 0.72 0.3 0.68 0.74 0.67 0.66 0.69 0.66

GWGIF 0.87 0.85 0.81 0.82 0.79 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.81

CLAHE 0.52 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.43 0.42 0.51 0.53 0.49 0.47 0.49

4.5. Discussion

Through the previous theoretical design and analysis of experimental results, this
paper proposes a multispectral infrared zoom optical system design and a single-frame hier-
archical guided filtering image enhancement algorithm. The optical structure is designed to
improve the amount of image information acquisition data, and a dedicated multispectral
infrared zoom optical system is designed with a focal length of 25~75 mm, an operating
wavelength of 3~12 µm, an F-number of 1.8, an uncooled dual-color infrared focal plane
detector with 640 × 512 resolution, a pixel size of 17 µm, and a total system length of
160 mm. The system has good image quality with a modulation transfer function close to
the diffraction limit at 30 lp/mm for each field of view in the full focal length. Through
simulation and experimental data analysis, it is verified that the optical system design
and image enhancement algorithm proposed in this paper have the ideal experimental
effect, and the objective evaluation index of the image target characteristics shows that MSE
improves by 14.32, SNR improves by 11.64, PSNR improves by 11.78, and SSIM improves
by 14.0%. The average fluctuation of the absolute value of the MSE index in the ten groups
is better than the current optimal algorithm by 17.10%, and the average fluctuation of
the absolute value of the SNR index in the ten groups is better than the current optimal
algorithm by 12.90%. The algorithm proved to have strong robustness and generalizability.

This paper proposes a multispectral infrared zoom optical system design for fixed
detector models and parameters, which is not applicable to all infrared detectors and has
certain limitations in the use process, but the theoretical design method is universal. The
current optical system design only includes two spectral bands, mid-wave and long-wave,
and it is planned to include the short-wave band in the optical system design at a later stage
so that more raw information about the target and background can be obtained through
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the optical system. The optical system imaging requires the target and the imaging system
to be observed at a distance between 3 m and 9 m, which is suitable for close-range target
detection, and later it is planned to design for long-range target detection to expand its
application area. After a large number of multispectral infrared image data acquisitions,
the experimental method of random sampling is used to verify that the optical system and
image enhancement algorithm proposed in this paper have good generalization, stability,
and robustness, whether the experiments are conducted individually or in combination.
The optical system designed in this paper only has two spectral bands: medium-wave
and long-wave infrared. If the short-wave spectral band is also included, the acquired
target data will have more information and be more valuable for target identification and
tracking. At the same time, with the introduction of multiple spectral bands, the noise
information contained in the image will also be richer, requiring continuous research into
image enhancement algorithms to obtain high-quality image information. Infrared image
enhancement algorithms need to be further studied in depth through further research on the
characteristics of infrared targets to propose more optimized infrared image enhancement
algorithms, which will be a key direction for continued research in the future.

The optical system and image enhancement algorithm designed in this paper have the
desired effect when applied alone and the optimal effect when applied in combination. This
extends the method proposed in this paper to a wide range of application environments,
currently applicable to firefighting, security, medical [20], high-speed rail, and other fields.
In the future, through further refinement of the design and optimization, it will be applicable
to important areas such as border security, aerospace, military detection, and remote
sensing.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a multispectral infrared zoom optical system design and a single-
frame hierarchical guided filtering image enhancement algorithm. It solves the problem
of detecting faint targets in complex backgrounds, where the target information is eas-
ily drowned out by noise or background, improves the edge information of faint target
imaging, and enhances the detail characteristics of the target. The method also solves the
problem of the high false alarm rate of the single-frame image enhancement algorithm
and the problem of increasing data storage capacity and real-time performance through
multi-frame processing. In this paper, a 3× wide-band uncooled infrared zoom optical
system is designed based on a multispectral infrared zoom optical system with complex
achromatic and mechanical positive group compensation theories. The system adopts the
mechanical compensation method of positive group compensation to achieve a continu-
ous zoom from 25 mm to 75 mm with free switching in the field of view range of 10.6◦

to 31.2◦. All focal lengths of the system are close to the diffraction limit at the cut-off
frequency (30 lp/mm), and the maximum aberration is less than 0.5%. This paper pro-
poses a single-frame hierarchical guided filtering image enhancement algorithm based
on hierarchical feature extraction and fusion of faint target data that effectively enhances
the target, suppresses the interference of complex backgrounds and noise, obtains useful
data from target features during the process of hierarchical feature extraction, removes
interference information such as noise and background, reduces data storage capacity,
and improves computing timeliness. The optical system design and image enhancement
algorithm proposed in this paper have obvious effects when used alone and in contrast to
the original structure, and even more so when used in combination, not only improving
the clarity of the edge contours of the faint target and enhancing the contrast of the image,
but also improving the detectability of the faint target. Visually, it is easy to distinguish
and identify dark and weak targets and the background, and it has stronger generalization
ability and robustness compared to currently popular algorithms. Statistically analyzed
in terms of image evaluation metrics, the algorithm proposed in this paper improves the
guided filtering MSE by 14.32, SNR by 11.64, PSNR by 11.78, and SSIM by 14.0% compared
to the original. The average fluctuation of the MSE metrics in the ten groups was 17.10%
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better than the current optimal algorithm, and the average fluctuation of the SNR metrics
in the ten groups was 12.90% better than the current optimal algorithm. The algorithm
proposed in this paper is applicable to the enhancement and recognition of faint and weak
targets in dynamic infrared images and lays the research foundation for dynamic cluster
small target detection and tracking.
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